Examining how pension funds can
contribute as a long-term investment
while still serving the central
purpose and yet building firmer
foundations for the future of the
pensions industry in India

18th April, 2017 | Holiday Inn Mumbai International Airport
OVERVIEW
Investment corpus in the Indian pensions sector is estimated to reach greater than $1 trillion by 2025 and it expects the private sector
to contribute 45% of the target. India’s pension business has massive potential to grow, mainly since a large segment of its population
has no access to a retirement fund. Over the years, India’s pension fund has attracted wide attention from the global community due to
the reforms initiated by the Government of India. The passage of the PFRDA Act by the parliament has helped the sector push forward
to realize its full growth potential over the coming years.
Over the years, global experiences have shown that the pension regulations have become more complex and focused as the pension
system matures over a period. In a country like India where there is an absence of a comprehensive social security system, it is the
collective responsibility of the nation that its citizens have access to information and infrastructure to prepare themselves for their old
age. India’s pension sector is very important for the growth of the country’s economy since pension funds can support funding of longterm infrastructure projects, bring stability in capital markets and help its elderly population to be financially independent. While the
industry needs to find innovative solutions, the regulator may like to develop a long- term vision for the industry, and the Government
needs to facilitate development of a conducive environment for the industry to flourish.
The Pension Fund Investment Summit will focus on bringing together industry experts in an open and collaborative way to learn lessons
from the current challenges, focus on practical solutions that can be implemented and above all focus on sustainability and adequacy
to coverage, efficiency and security – that will help achieve the goal set for the Indian pensions sector.
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CONCEPTUALIZED BY

Chief Investment Officers
Pension Fund Managers

Who Should
Attend ?

Asset Managers
Investment Managers & Advisors
Financial Analysts
Portfolio Managers
Treasury Managers

Government Pension Funds
Corporate Pension Funds

From which
Verticals ?

Asset & Fund Management companies
Life Insurance companies
Banks & Financial institutions
Investment advisories & consultants
Non-Banking Financial Institutions

Understanding the role of pension funds in India and how it
plays a huge role in the development of the economy

Key Focus
Areas

The pension funds roadmap for India for 2025 – succeeding
against varied challenges
Examining the key drivers changing the face of the Indian
pension industry
Considering the major challenges, risks and issues
Route to a sustainable pension plan – Simplify, Grow, Protect

EXHIBITION, MEETING AND PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES
Sponsoring or exhibiting at Pension Fund Investment Summit 2017 is an excellent way to promote your business to
institutional investors and fund / asset managers in the pension space.

WHAT CAN SPONSORSHIP
DO FOR YOU?

POSITION YOUR
COMPANY’S BRAND:
Showcasing your company
at leading industry events
establishes your company,in
the eyes of your prospect or
existing client.

ENTER NEW
MARKETS:
Exhibiting is one of the
most cost-effective and
time-efficient ways of
opening up a window to
a wide section of buyers.

NEW SALES LEADS:
Only the most senior-level
decision makers attend our
conferences, connect with
them in a pressure free,
collaborative environment
by showcasing your services
either by exhibiting or taking
part in the programme
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BUILD CUSTOMER
LOYALTY:

03
02
BROKERING
NEW BUSINESS
PARTNERSHIPS:

01

UNVEIL NEW PRODUCTS
OR SERVICES:
Draw attention to your products
and brand by using this
conference as a launch pad for
new products or services

Face-to-face contact at
conferences shows continued
support of a market and helps you
to develop client loyalty as well
as cementing your position as a
market leader.

Target your best prospects
in a positive, collaborative
environment where they are
open to new ideas. Attendees
are always looking for exciting
new partnering opportunities.
Our conferences offer you
an ideal opportunity to make
contact and future business.

WHY CHOOSE OUR EVENTS?
As conference experts, we know how best to utilise events to promote, develop and generate business for our clients. To
find out more about how you can make the most of your participation at this event, Contact:
Sagar Mushrif, Managing Director, Tel: +91 22 65113334, Mob: +91 9820153334, Email: smushrif@inventicon.in

TUESDAY 18th APRIL 2017
08:00

Registration and coffee

08:50

Welcome note by Inventicon

09:00

Opening Remarks by Chairperson

09:10

Pension fund governance – challenges and potential solutions
• Importance of designing an efficient and stable pension system with
a vital role played by the government
• Challenges related to product pricing
• Utilizing the role of private player in developing new pension products
and identify innovative distribution channels
• Educating the customer; not only for the urban population but also
for the rural population who lacks awareness for the need for 		
pension and understanding of the current pension programs

09:40

12:20

• Importance of developing tailored solutions as one size does not fit all
• Overcoming the product awareness and product knowledge barrier
• How can we educate the buyer the value of expert advice?
• What can financial institutions and advisors do to help consumers?
12:50

Lunch

14:00

Investment Leaders Panel Discussion | Examining the key drivers 		
changing the face of the Indian pension industry
• What are the new strategies pension providers could develop and
distribute keeping in mind long term risk free investments?
• Recognizing the fact that pension reforms are an urgent social priority
– what would be the top 3 reforms soon
• How can you evaluate consumer perceptions and behaviour in the
pensions arena?

Keynote Address | Understanding the role of pension funds in India
and how it plays a huge role in the development of the economy
• Bringing about the much-needed changes in the investment attitude encouraging a larger population to enrol for old age benefits
• Understanding the current regulatory climate for pension funds in 		
India and how can it have a massive impact on the economy as a 		
whole
• Importance of moving from defined benefit pension plans to defined
contribution based schemes
Hemant Contractor, Chairman,
Pension Fund Regulatory and Development Authority (PFRDA)

10:10

Keynote Address | The pension funds roadmap for India for 2025 – 		
succeeding against varied challenges

Panellists:
Navneet Munot, Chief Investment Officer,
SBI Funds Management Pvt. Ltd.
Silpita Guha, Chief Investment Officer,
UTI Retirement Solutions Ltd.
Anil Ghelani, Senior Vice President,
DSP BlackRock Mutual Fund
14:40

10:40

Coffee Break and Networking

11:10

Panel Discussion | Role of regulatory authorities and pension fund 		
providers in driving forward pension changes in India
• Understanding the impact of volatile investment markets on pension
schemes in India
• Areas of improvement with regards to pension market structure and
dynamics including distribution and access
• Striking the right balance between making pensions mandatory, using
new techniques like auto-enrolment and innovative approaches to
get the best results
Panellists:
Sandeep Shrikhande, Chief Executive Officer,
Kotak Pension Fund Limited

Aparna Nirgude, Executive Director & Chief Risk Officer,
SBI Mutual Fund
15:10

15:40

Coffee Break and Networking

16:10

Pension reforms – rethinking the provision for India
• Need of the hour will mainly be reforms that will benefit a larger 		
section of the Indian population
• Assessing the current policy and regulatory challenges and how they
can be fixed
• Understanding the need for better marketing for wider penetration
and acceptance
• How can better pricing provide the sector a much-needed boost?

Designing the pay-out phase of the National Pension System
- Should we have mandatory annuitisation?
- What is the optimal level of mandatory annuitisation?
- How do we make the market for annuities work?

Fostering strategic methods to help India increase its pension fund to
GDP ratio, compared to global standards
• Focus on developing the micro-insurance sector, wherein lies and
opportunity for micro-pension
• Nuclear families which leads to elderly population relying on pension
for their support – tapping the urban population
• Strategic initiatives for the development of the right investment
options for pension funds, regulators need to encourage and attract
stable pension funds to provide suitable pension vehicles to the 		
population at large

Meghana Baji, Chief Executive Officer,
ICICI Prudential Pension Funds Management Company Limited
11:50

Importance of risk management and adopting a risk culture
• Shifting from an asset allocation based process to a risk allocation
based process
• Measuring and managing risk in diverse portfolios
• Knowing your key risk challenges and adopting of risk indicators

• Challenges in the current market conditions, people and governance
• Presenting the roadmap to future operational success
• How can we implement best in class processes and governance?
Ashvin Parekh, Trustee,
National Pension System Trust (NPS Trust)

Meeting the social security challenges – New approaches and
solutions

16:40

Route to a sustainable pension plan – Simplify, Grow, Protect
• Striking the right balance between risk and returns is critical to 		
maintain funding status and meeting long term liabilities
• How can adding risk management to a portfolio provide more reliable
performance than asset allocation alone
• What type of strategies and approaches should be used for a 		
sustainable pension plan

Renuka Sane, Visiting Faculty,
Indian Statistical Institute

17:10

Closing Remarks by Chairperson

PARTNER PROFILE

GOLD PARTNERS

ICICI Venture is one of India’s oldest, largest and most diversified alternative asset management companies. Since its
establishment in 1988 ICICI Venture has raised historical assets under management / advisory services of over USD 4 billion
and manages / advises funds across four verticals: private equity, real estate, infrastructure (in a strategic partnership with
Tata Power) and special situations (in a strategic partnership with Apollo Global Management, US). The funds managed /
advised by ICICI Venture have, over the years, invested across multiple sectors and across multiple economic cycles of the
Indian economy, thereby giving ICICI Venture a competitive edge.

About IDG Ventures India
IDG Ventures India is a leading early stage technology VC fund in India. Started in 2007 and having invested over 1000 crores
in 60+ companies, IDG Ventures India has invested in companies such as Flipkart, Myntra, Yatra, Newgen, FirstCry, Manthan,
Fintellix, Unbxd, Lenskart, Zivame, Perfint, Forus and NestAway.
More information about IDG Ventures India is available at www.idgvcindia.com
To contact IDGVI, please write to contact@idgvcindia.com

NGO PARTNER

MEDIA PARTNER

MAGAZINE PARTNER

Insurance Foundation of India (IFI) is set up under Trust Registration Act 1882 of Government of India as a Not for Profit
Organization. The main objective of IFI is to promote awareness of Insurance among masses. IFI has successfully organized
various Executive Development Programmes/Skill development Programmes of International standards in India with worldclass faculty.
Under CSR project supported by PNB MetLife India Insurance Company Ltd we produced a Film “Khushiyon Ki Suraksha” for
spreading awareness of insurance in rural areas. It is available on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzbADuIcWuU
Our project “Bima Jagrukta Abhiyan” has been awarded Skoch Award as one of the 100 top Projects undertaken in India
during 2016.
We are granted 80G approval by Tax Authorities. IFI will be pleased to be associated with CSR Project to be undertaken by you.
For any more information please contact us:
Insurance Foundation Of India
Om Plaza, 430/7, Sant Nagar, East of Kailash, New Delhi – 110065, Mob: +91- 9015406030
Phone: 011- 46581577, Email: vp@ifingo.org, Web: www.ifingo.org

DSIJ Company
VISION: DEMOCRATIZE WEALTH CREATION
Most big things start small. And that applies to the DSIJ Company as well. Starting off as a 12-page cyclostyled stapled booklet
in 1986, Dalal Street Investment Journal (DSIJ), the flagship product of the company, soon began to be looked upon as the
gospel of stock market investing. Indeed, it has been a remarkable and rewarding journey so far!
As a matter of fact, DSIJ is elder to SEBI (1992), NSE (1992), online trading (1995), Demat (1996), internet trading (2000), etc.
It is this vast experience, study and toughening during all kinds of scams and markets ups and downs that gives DSIJ an
unbiased balanced insight about the several unfolding events without getting swayed by temporary and misleading populous
excitement.		
Today, DSIJ’s bouquet of products and services find their place in the country’s most sought after and most respected financial
and investment products. Registered with SEBI (Registration No. NA000001142) as an investment advisor, member of Indian
Newspaper Society (INS) and member of Press Information Bureau of India (PIB), we at DSIJ take pride of having played a very
important role and having done our bit towards the growth of the financial and capital markets of our country since the 1980s.
And as our vision states, we are using this wealth of information and experience to democratize and provide opportunities for
people at large to create, enhance and protect their wealth.
For read more visit on www.dsij.in

The Indian legal universe has close to 5 million individuals. This represents highest number in the world who, directly or
indirectly, is a part of it.
WITNESS is a high quality monthly magazine with the power of fresh and original content that deals exclusively with subjects
on legality. Some of India top-notch practitioners and experts contribute in WITNESS on subjects relevant to all stakeholders
in this profession.
WITNESS, ever since its inception in 2009, has become India's most credible platform for the legal luminaries here to opine,
comment and share their views. With an interesting blend of opinion pieces, commentary, reportage, analysis, interviews and
movements, Lex Witness is a monthly magazine that reaches out to the entire fraternity of General Counsel/ Corporate counsel
and lawyers and law firms besides key decision makers, luminaries, experts, policy makers, bureaucracy and the industry
captains in India.
A Must Read
The readers of Witness are high-profile, influential HNI's. They are the ones who frame the laws and the ones who
practice it.
Witness covers an interesting bandwidth of readers right from the core legal community of the country that includes the
Justices, Judges, Lawyers, Advocates, Bureaucrats, Corporate legal professionals, heads of law firms.
With an early circulation of 25,000 copies, Witness is available in all the major metropolitan cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata,
Chennai, Bangalore and Hyderabad as well as in the mini-metros like Jaipur, Nagpur, Dehradun, Indore, Surat etc.
And not only India, Witness has international circulations in the UK and US that prompt the global legal community to absorb
the developments taking place in our legal process.
www.witnesslive.in

